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TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS

Guardian Fall Protection, Inc.
 26513 79th Ave. S.  Kent, WA   98032

 253-854-5877  A  Fax: 253-854-5980  A  Toll-Free 800-301-3188

-WARNINGS - SAFETY FIRST !

READ THESE 

WARNINGS and INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING the
DOUBLE-D CONCRETE  

TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS

1. Before use of this system, read and understand all instructions, warnings, cautions and notes
marked on the equipment and contained in these instructions and warnings.

2. Although we use standard safety equipment and standard values for our engineering, the
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR  is designed and tested/engineered as a system using
modern shock absorber type lanyards, retractables, rope grabs, and approved full body
harnesses.  Use of components that have not been designed and/or tested for use with this
system can be dangerous and lead to injury or death.  Contact Guardian Fall Protection if
you are unsure about using an equivalent product.

3. Do not attach anything other than a complete personal fall arrest system directly to the
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS without additional testing.  At this point, each
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR assembly is only for a single user point of
attachment.  (There can be one user on each end when two “D Rings” are utilized on either
side of the supporting wall or column structure).  No more than one user per “D Ring”, and
no suspension (such as - but not limited to - bosun’s chairs or scaffolds) or positioning should
be attempted using this anchorage.  Do not attach horizontal lifelines between two or more
eyes until a competent person has confirmed with a qualified person that it is safe to do so,
and has designed the entire horizontal lifeline system (including incorporation of the design
criteria of these anchor points) to meet the OSHA standards. 

4. Treat the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS  with respect.  Your life is on the line! 
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Use care when moving, shipping or storing them.  Do not hammer or weld on the device. 
Although they are durable and made of steel, they must withstand tremendous force during a
fall.  Kinks, bends, or dents in the steel or cracks or breaks in the welds can affect the way the
system works.  If damaged from rough handling, an impact force, material movement or other
accident, or a fall arrest – remove from service and replace it with another new unit.  Return
to Guardian Fall Protection for inspection or replacement.

5. Any fall protection equipment that is involved in a personnel fall incident or is struck by a
weight shall be removed from service immediately and discarded or returned to Guardian
Fall Protection for inspection - or a qualified person shall inspect and re-certify the unit for
continued use.  Document such inspections. 

6. Inspect each anchorage each day/shift before each use, after it has been left unattended for
any period of time, and after any incident that could have caused damage.  Although made of
long lasting material, the unit may not be suitable for use after periods of exposure to harsh
elements. 

7. Failure to install, use, and/or remove TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR equipment in a
safe manner by skilled and trained craftsmen can result in serious injury or death.  Until the
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR is properly installed, use alternate fall protection
means.  Ask your supervisor for proper training. 

8. The TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR  allows for a worker to wear a personal fall
arrest system that limits free fall to less than 6 feet, and fall forces to less than 1800 lbs.  A
shock absorbing lanyard or device must be used.  Users should preferably wear an approved
full body harness and shock absorbing lanyard designed to reduce fall forces to
900 lbs. or less, or an equivalent.  Retractable lanyards, rope and rope grabs and cable and
cable grabs are also potentially useful, and should meet the lanyard and free fall criteria above
as well. 

9. It is critical to install the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS  properly.  The
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS are mounted directly through the concrete with D
rings on either side of the concrete structure.  The Rod and D Rings are secured by wing nuts
threaded onto either side of the rod.  The TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS are not
designed to be used with the rod vertical overhead unless a spring clip is used to insure that
the wing nut does not vibrate or otherwise rotate off the rod.  It can be used with the rod
vertical behind you, or on a horizontal plane.  Various methods for installation include:

a. Drill a 7/8" to 1" hole through the concrete (minimum 3.5" wall) after it is poured.

b. Use the supplied PVC 1" conduit/pipe as a sleeve while pouring the concrete, and then
insert the rod from the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS through the hole.

c. Embed the Quick Rod directly into wet concrete during the time the concrete is being
placed. (This method makes the rod a permanent part of the concrete which cannot be
removed without damage.) 
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10. Follow all manufacturers’ directions when using any fall protection equipment.  The “D” ring
on the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR  is sized to accommodate most standard fall
protection hooks.  Insure that nothing binds the D ring and/or the hook that could cause side
loading on a standard hook gate.  We suggest the use of Triple Lock hooks, that have a
5000 lb. gate rating, for any attachment.  If attaching a rope or cable (for rope and cable grab
devices for instance), use suitable hooks at the ends of the rope/cable, karabiners or other
connectors.  When attaching a retractable lanyard always use a carabiner-style connector. 
Always attach directly to the D-ring, never to the post/threaded rod, or the wing
nuts.  Do not add any parts to the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS or use the
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS with parts missing. 

11. The TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR is a single use item.  If involved in arresting a
fall or the system is struck with a weight (or a load), the unit(s) involved should be taken out
of service and replaced and returned for inspection.  They may be reusable after inspection,
depending on the load arrested.  Contact Guardian at 800-466-6385 for assistance, or call 
your safety representative if there are questions. 

12. The TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR stops a fall by serving as a 5,000 lb. anchor
point that meets the OSHA standards.   There is a possibility that some fall arrest situations
could cause deformation or bending of the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS, and this
is acceptable and normal.   

13. Use the eyes closest to your work area and limit the angle to the roof edge or edge of the
work area (the area of the fall potential) to be as perpendicular as possible.  Generally, try to
limit the angle between your lanyard and the roof/work area edge to as close as possible to 90
degrees.  After about 60 degrees the hazard of a swing or a sliding fall is increased.  A
competent person should assist all workers in laying out their work using the available
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS.  Different TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR
locations may have to be used as the worker moves and the work progresses.  

14. GFP is not responsible for the location of the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS, as
this is left to the user and installer.  Installers and planners that specify locations of GFP
TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS must be competent and qualified to determine if
they will be suitable for a specific work task, and if the location allows for safe access to the
anchor, and provides a safe fall area, free of swing fall hazards, or impalement or other
protrusions that could affect the safety of the fall protection system or the person involved in
fall.  IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN PLANNING A COMPLETE FALL PROTECTION
SYSTEM, OR ESTABLISHING A FALL PROTECTION PLAN, CALL GUARIAN FALL
PROTECTION FOR ASSISTANCE.  Also, see below. 

15. Danger!   Understand the danger of swing fall.  Keep your life line, lanyard or other
attachment between your harness and the anchor point, in as much of a straight angle
perpendicular (90 degrees) to the edge as possible - never less than 45 degrees.  Consult with
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your competent person, supervisor, or safety department to get additional anchor points
mounted nearer to your work.  When you approach an edge and fall, the lifeline or lanyard
will likely stop on the edge.  However, if there is too shallow of an angle, or loops, or loose
material in your lifeline or lanyard, then the swinging action or the extreme free fall could
cause injury or death.  All personnel using fall protection equipment should be trained in the
use of the equipment and the caution and potential problems with certain applications. 

16. If a TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR is not close to your work area, and the Anchor
or your work area cannot be reached safely with the fall protection equipment provided,
discontinue use of the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR and contact your safety
department or Guardian Fall Protection.  In the meantime, either discontinue your work and
remain in a safe area, or use other means of fall protection. 

17. The TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS, when used as directed and subjected to a fall,
may result in some deformation to the building.  The consequential repairs necessary to
remove and replace the TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS is an expected part of
owning a fall protection system that is used to arrest a fall or take a load impact.  GFP is not
responsible for the stability or quality of the structure that the TWINGUARD™ D-RING
ANCHOR  is mounted on.  

18. When penetrating concrete, avoid tensioning strands and rebar, embedded electric conduit or
other obstructions inside the concrete.  If concrete in the area of the penetration is weak,
honeycombed, spalling, rotten, or showing signs of weakness or aging, do not use this
concrete area to secure TWINGUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS.  Do not place a hole within
4" of the edge of concrete.

19. This device does not guarantee your safety; GFP does not guarantee that no injury will occur
if a person falls while working with this unit.  During a fall arrest striking other objects or the
sides of the structure you are working on, are examples of potential injury causing events that
cannot be controlled or determined by Guardian Fall Protection.  Use of this device is only
expected to reduce the likelihood of serious injury and limit the fall distance if a fall occurs. 
Other means should be considered to limit the likelihood of a fall as well; such as work
positioning, clean surfaces, weather considerations, proper footing, other anchorages,
guarding, positioning, restraint, etc.  And, as noted elsewhere in this instruction and warning,
the work, the fall arrest, and the rescue (see below) of a person that has fallen should be
planned and evaluated by a competent person.

20. Once a worker has fallen, the employer must have a plan and a method to promptly rescue
him, and give treatment for any injury he may have sustained in the fall.

21. Do not use GFP equipment until you have been trained and fully understand the device and
these instructions.  If you have any questions regarding the safe installation, use, or removal
of GFP safety equipment, or need additional instructions, call GFP or your safety
representative.
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INSTRUCTIONS

for INSTALLING the

TwinGuard D-Ring Anchor   SYSTEM

1. Insure that you and all other workers have completely read and thoroughly understand the
warnings herein and on the equipment.  Ask questions of your supervisor or your safety
department or call toll free to Guardian Fall Protection at 800-466-6385 for help.       Your
supervisor is required to teach you to properly work in a safe manner, and to train you on the
proper methods of installation of this device, the warnings and these instructions. If he/she
does not do so, ask for instruction and proper training on this and other safety devices. 

2. This TWIN- GUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR  System includes:
a. One Long Threaded Quick Rod™ Anchor (various sizes with standard being 18")
b. Four 3/4" Washers, 
c. Two 1" Tube with “D-ring” Assembly 
d. Two Quick Rod™ Wing Nut to secure the Washer, D-ring, and second Washer (in that

order) onto the Quick Rod™.
e. NOTE:  If user wishes to have only one “D Ring” so one user on one side of a concrete

structure can use it, it is permissible to leave out the second “D Ring”.  However, the 
TWIN-GUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS must be used with all other parts securing the
TWIN-GUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS on both sides of the concrete structure. 

f. CAUTION:  As stated previously, if used with the rod vertical overhead, a spring clip is
required to insure that the wing nut does not vibrate or otherwise rotate off the rod in the
overhead vertical application

g. CAUTION:  Only one “D Ring” on one side of the concrete structure is permissible.

3. The locations of the anchors MUST be laid out by the user’s company supervision or other
competent person to maximize coverage and accessability of each eye to each potential work
area.  Mounted on a wall or column at or above shoulder height is ideal.  However, if you
cannot reach any area without proper tie off or other fall protection, or if there is any doubt,
remain in or retreat to the safe areas and call your safety representative or the project
supervisors.  Additional TWIN- GUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS  may be needed and/or
other fall protection systems may be needed. 

4. Each individual D Ring is a tie off point for one person using safety equipment that is rated
for one person.  The fall protection equipment should be limited in length to limit free fall and
should contain a fall arrest shock absorber in the system to limit forces on the body and the
anchor to 1800 lbs or less.  Be sure that you are using alternative forms of fall protection at
all times you are exposed to a fall, such as when proceeding to a work area or leaving a work
area, and including if you are exposed while installing this fall protection anchor!

5. Clear the area on the concrete where a competent person has determined is the best
location(s) for the Uniguard D-Ring Anchor(s). If on a roof, expose the concrete by removing
all roof material.   
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6. When drilling determine that the concrete is solid and in good condition and not honey-
combed, rotted, broken/cracked, or spalling  to a degree that the material is substantially
weakened.  If concrete is not solid and in good condition, do not use this anchor point in this
area.    Determine location of rebar or reinforcing strands in precast and pre/post tensioned
concrete, as well as any other embedded objects such as shear studs, embeds, conduits, wires,
pipes, heating, hangers,  coils, or any other objects.   Avoid hitting these when drilling for the
TWIN- GUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS.

7. Determine that the concrete is at least 2,000 lb. concrete.  Many roofs poured over decking
are lightweight concrete around 2,000- 3,000  lb. material or more, and most precast and cast
in place concrete is 4,000 -6,000 lb.  If the concrete is some other grade or material, a
composite, layered with other materials, honeycombed, or some other configuration than
determined and identified in these instructions and warnings, do not install the TWIN-
GUARD™ D-RING ANCHORS  –  call Guardian Fall Protection at 800-466-6385 and ask
for additional engineering and technical assistance. 

8. Once determined where the anchor will go, drill the concrete with a drill at least 13/16" and
up to 1" all the way through to the other side of the concrete structure.  Competent craftsmen
should be familiar with use of common drills and hammer drills, and should exercise caution
and wear protective equipment customary for use when drilling concrete.  This includes but is
not limited to eye, ear, respiratory (silica/nuisance dust), hand, and head protection. 

9. If using an embed PVC tube to create a hole in a concrete pour, install the tube prior to
pouring the wet concrete. Insure the tube is properly supported, is full width and firmly
against the form-work to prevent any infiltration of concrete inside the tube.  Insure the tube
does not become bent during the pour, or the rod will not go through the tube later. 

10. If embedding the rod directly into the concrete, insure the balance of the rod that is outside
the limits of the concrete is fully protected from the concrete splatter on the threads.  Slip a 1"
flexible plastic sleeve (used for embedding plumbing pipes, or equal) over the part of the
threads that will be embedded, to keep the threads from direct contact with the concrete. 
This limits corrosion.  (Flexible pipe protective sleeves are available from building supply
stores and are supplied by the user, not by Guardian Fall Protection.)

11. In the event that the Quick Rod ™ is somehow stripped out of the hole before concrete is
cured, or if the drilling fractures the concrete, the hole is not drilled deep enough (through the
concrete), or the embedded PVC pipe is misaligned during the pour or bent so a straight
TWIN-GUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR rod will not pass easily through, or otherwise for
any other reason does not work well, it is necessary to abandon that hole, and move about a
foot away to start over.  If a Quick Rod™, is stuck and cannot be properly secured with wing
nuts and washers and spring clips on both sides, do not use this Quick Rod™, and instead 
mark it with a lock out/danger tag, and call your supervisor, your safety representative or
Guardian Fall Protection at 800-466-6385.  Additional nominal cost for engineering
services may be incurred to make it a useable installation or a replacement rod may need to be
purchased.  Otherwise, cut it off flush with the concrete to insure that no other person may
mistakenly use the rod for any purpose. 
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12. Once the minimum cure time has passed, return to the installation and check to see that the
anchor is properly positioned.  In the case of the embedded PVC tube, strip the forms and
insure the hole is clear and the PVC is straight.  In the case of a drilled hole, inspect the inside
of the hole to insure the hole is clear.  Then:
a. Insert the quick Rod so that equal amounts stick out both sides. 
b. Mount a Washer, the 1" tube with “D-ring” assembly, another washer and the Quick

Rod™ Wing Nut and tighten the wing nut down on the top of the washer on one side of
the TWIN-GUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR.
CAUTION:  A minimum of three full threads must be exposed at the back of the wing
nut.  (When using spring clips, after the anchor is tightly mounted, slip a spring clip over
the rod behind the Wing Nut from one to several threads back on the Quick Rod™.)  

c. On the opposite side of the TWIN-GUARD™ D-RING ANCHOR, mount a washer, the
1" tube with “D-ring” assembly, another washer and the Quick Rod™ Wing Nut and
tighten the wing nut down on the top of the washer.  
CAUTION:  Again, verify that a minimum of three full threads must be exposed at the
back of the wing nut.  (When using spring clips, after the anchor is tightly mounted, slip a
spring clip over the rod behind the Wing Nut from one to several threads back on the
Quick Rod™.)  

13. A caulk, or expanding foam insulation, or other non-caustic water proofing agent may be
used around the base of the Quick Rod™ to seal the hole if desirable.  Avoid getting any
foreign material on the threads.   

14. The anchor may then be used by only one person at a time for attaching fall arrest or fall
positioning equipment to either “D-Ring”.  Up to two Persons can tie off to one assembly,
each person using a separate “D ring” on either side of the concrete structure. 

15. The units can be left in place, or removed each time.  If left in place, insure future users are
trained to inspect before each use, as described elsewhere in this instruction and warning. 

16. For periodic inspections, do the following:
a. In the event of ice or snow infiltration into the concrete, inspect the TWIN- GUARD™

D-RING ANCHOR  anchorages regularly for weakness. 
b. Inspect the surrounding concrete for signs of deterioration or cracking, weakened

condition or other problems. 
c. Inspect the security of the Quick Rod™ Wing Nut to insure it has not turned off the Rod.

NOTE:  The Quick Rod™ Wing Nut is eccentrically weighted so it cannot turn unaided
under normal circumstances. 

d. Otherwise, simply inspect the exposed portion of the TWIN- GUARD™ D-RING
ANCHOR for obvious signs of deep pitting rust or mechanical damage from stresses or
being struck or bent from a fall arrest, chemical damage, heat damage, or other obvious
signs of degradation.  

e. DO NOT FORGET the inspection requirements mentioned above before each use, after
the device has been left unattended or whenever any event occurs that could cause damage
to the unit or to the concrete. 
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17. Do not use this anchor as an end point for a horizontal lifeline.  This anchor is intended for
use as a single line anchor point only, with a lanyard (a retractable lanyard or rope/cable grab
typically) going directly between the anchor and the user’s back “D” ring on a suitable
harness.  All components should meet or exceed applicable OSHA standards. 

18. This anchor meets or exceeds the requirement for anchorages to be rated at not less than
5000 lbs., and is suitable for use as a part of a complete fall arrest system meeting all OSHA
requirements that have a safety factor of two.  All systems shall be complete fall protection
systems that reduce forces on the body to less than 1,800 lbs. and carry a safety factor (actual
to ultimate) of at least 2.

–  END  – 
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